
ACADEMY



Soccer Inter-Action was born with the aim of building an international soccer academy that 

focuses on developing players towards excellence.

It is an initiative that combines sport, education and technology, in an ideal context to optimize 

the performance of players, coaches and teams.

Excellence Sports Center

Context



Soccer is passion and inspiration that leads people to continuous research on the 
complex nature of this wonderful sport.

Excellence Sports Center

Context



SIA Academy and its high performance sports center is located in the town of 
Enguera, in Valencia, a privileged location in which we enjoy the pleasant 
Mediterranean climate.

The first level facilities we have include a hotel for accommodation, natural and 
artificial grass pitches, study rooms, a gym, physiotherapy rooms, a restaurant with 
a large lounge area as well as different entertainment areas.

The environment
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SIA Academy, through its long-term 

training programs, it is a high-

performance academy open to 

young players aged between 14 and 

23 years.

We have a team of highly qualified 

professionals who also rely on 

“Periodización Táctica” methodology 

and its coaches.

The SIA Center facilities are fully 

equipped, where practically all of 

their work and residence areas are in 

the same place, allowing us to work 

with players in a much more efficient 

way.

Excellence Sports Center

Introduction SIA Academy



Currently, football is recognized as a complex sport whose level of demand 

grows continuously and requires a specific training process.

Our methodology is based on the practices of “Periodización Táctica” and is 

supported by football coaches.

We are convinced that it is the best methodology to develop players and coaches 

according to the demands of today's football.

At the SIA Center each department constantly updates all its areas of knowledge 

and uses technology in addition to innovating in our academy program.
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Metodology



Competition
The players of the program participate in matches against 
local, national and international teams and clubs. Our 
competition system grants the opportunity to face different 
experiences in a highly competitive framework throughout 
the entire program.

Team training
The training sessions are built on the guidelines of 
“Periodización táctica”, ensuring the learning of their 
principles of play and promoting the achievement of 
excellence in deep-draft contexts.

Individual training
This type of training requires a close evaluation of the 
player's performance in order to improve his game in all 
its facets. At this individual level, training is planned 
considering the characteristics of the player and his role in 
the team.

Program
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Not only do you have to perform well on the 

field, but you also have to give your maximum 

outside of it



Match analysis.
Coaches analyze the team's performance and discuss 
their impressions with the players. Players also learn to 
analyze their own performance and set improvement 
goals.

Player evaluation.
Each player is continuously evaluated and monitored by 
our specialists in different fields. The profile assessment is 
shared with parents every four months.

Sports medicine.
During his stay at the SIA Center, the player has the 
necessary support to ensure his health. Specialists work 
weekly to prevent injuries and other ailments.

Program
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Nutrition.
Nutrition has an impact on player performance and our 
professionals individually set the guidelines to be followed 
by the members of the academy, thereby controlling its 
correct evolution.

In fact, one of our main strengths is the education, 
therefore our nutritionist organizes cooking workshops to 
teach the players how to cook.

Sports psychology.
Our team of psychologists helps each player develop their 
motivation and improve their academic performance as 
well.

Program
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Studies.
The player must necessarily continue studying while 
staying in our program and our professionals in the 
pedagogical area are in charge of helping each player 
individually in their studies. At SIA Center we transmit to 
young people and parents the idea that high-competition 
football can be perfectly combined with the education of 
the player.

Spanish and English classes.

Players have the opportunity to learn Spanish and English. 
Spanish classes are important for integrating players of 
other nationalities in the language and culture of our 
country. On the other hand, English classes are beneficial 
because the Anglo-Saxon language is a universal 
language in the field of soccer.

Tutorships.
Each player has an assigned tutor who is in charge of 
channeling all the information from the different areas and 
departments and is also in charge of closely following the 
development of the player, especially his socialization, 
adaptation and academic performance.
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Not only do you have to perform well on the 

field, but you also have to give your maximum 

outside of it



Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Sábado Sunday

8:00h Breakfast Breakfast Breakfast Breakfast Breakfast Breakfast Breakfast

9:00h Physical training Level training Level training Physical training Level training Individual practice

10:30h Snack Snack Snack Snack Snack Snack Game

11:00h School hours School hours School hours School hours School hours Rest

14:00h Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch

15:00h Rest Rest Rest Rest Rest Rest Rest

16:00h School hours School hours School hours Tactical analysis Tactical analysis

18:00h Individual practice Individual practice Individual practice Individual practice Individual practice

Leisure activities

Snack Snack Snack Snack Snack19:30h

20:15h Tactical analysis Team training Team training Team training Team training

22:00h Dinner Dinner Dinner Dinner Dinner Dinner Dinner

22:30h Family call Family call Family call Family call Family call Family call Family call

23:00h Sleep Sleep Sleep Sleep Sleep Sleep Sleep
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Schedule



• Training sessions with SIA coaches.

• Individual training sessions.

• Matches and tournaments *.

• Physical and muscular training.

• Video and tactical analysis.

• Sports psychologist and nutritionist.

• Player evaluation.

• CF Dragon Force Training Kit.

• Academic and school support.

• English or Spanish classes.

• Full board accommodation (breakfast, lunch, lunch and dinner).

• Water for matches and training.

• Room cleaning service.

• Self-service laundry room.

• Tutor 24 hours a day.

• Medical assistance **

• Support for student visa ***

• Flights not included.

* Free tournaments. Those tournaments with registration fee will be 
optional.
** Does not include medical and healthcare insurance that will have to 
be contracted by the player's own family. At SIA we can help with the 
processing of said insurance policy.
*** The administrative costs for obtaining the visa are not included.

Services Included
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Excellence Sports Center

Optional Services

• Tourism and leisure in Valencia.

• Spanish league matches.
The optional activities that we organize at SIA are 

intended not only to complement the main activity 

that makes up the program, but also aim to 

introduce the player to all fields of culture, leisure 

and entertainment that present a unique 

environment such as Valencia.

The cost of each activity is transferred to the player 

and his family so that they decide voluntarily which 

ones they want to participate in.



Excellence Sport Center

At SIA Academy we are aware of the importance of academic studies in the lives of players, and 

therefore the students of the program are advised and supervised by our expert pedagogues so that 

they can continue their studies during their stay with us.

The student is required to undergo some type of training during the program. Most of our students 

continue their academic studies at a distance with their college or university in their country of origin, 

always with supervision and contact by our staff with the corresponding educational center.

The SIA pedagogical area has agreements with institutions where students can pursue their studies 

during the program and subsequently validate in their country.

The program is endowed with the necessary flexibility and methods so that students can train and 

compete without lowering their performance in studies, maximizing the use of time and having 

reinforcement teachers and their tutor.

Academic Training



Excellence Sport Center

Academic Training

We have different options for academic training, we care about the future of
our players, for this reason, we give importance to the academic part and they must
take at least one of these options:

• British School (Recommended option from 13 to 16 years old)
• Coaching course (Basic requirement to have a school graduate)
• Online academic training



"Because we are all born with a talent, 

we just need help developing it.   "

British school. Our reference partner



British school. Our reference partner

British School Xàtiva is much more than a school. It aspires to be a space of

education and life, where each student feels like from what he learns and

experiences day by day, there is nothing that he is not capable of doing. To

achieve this, they apply the British Curriculum, one of the most prestigious and

advanced pedagogical methods in the world. An individualized teaching style

where the student is the center of everything, and the ultimate goal is that he can

give his best.
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Students have their own Apple iPad-based devices with which they not only focus

on their learning process but keep them connected at all times with their teachers

in order to have a level of interaction according to the demands of the learning

model current.

British school. Our reference partner
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Coach formation

Excellence Sports Center

Coaching courses take place in our facilities, players can take levels I, 

II and III approved. Equivalent to UEFA  A and UEFA B cards.

It is necessary to have a school graduate and it is the best option if the 

player decides not to study beyond the school graduation.



Our teams

Teams in third and four division

We are the owners of two soccer clubs called UD SIA

Beniganim and Discobolo la Torre.

This allows the soccer players of our academy to

have a professional career or while they are with us,

they can expand their curriculum in these clubs and
gain experience.

Teams under 23

We are the only team that competes with an

Under-23 team in the Spanish third and
fourth divisions, since we are a training team

that cares about the formation of the

player.



Online course

This is the best option if you decide to continue studying in your country or 

study in a college.

In addition, our teacher can monitor you at all times so that

you get full support while studying online.
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We have all the necessary elements that a player needs to succeed, to 

achieve excellence and to play with passion.

Excellence Sports Center

At SIA Academy for players we stand out because we successfully 

train players for high professional performance, with human values 

and academic strength.

Our goal is that the players of SIA Academy, after completing their 

training process, have more opportunities to join important 

professional clubs and fulfill their dreams.

But more important for us is to train them towards excellence as 

individuals and professionals, so that after finishing their sports 

career they can acquire positions of responsibility in companies, 

institutions or social groups, providing a level of performance of 

excellence reinforced by the values and education acquired during 

their program at SIA Academy.

Summary



Excellence Sports Center

Contact persons:

Marketing / Registration manager: David Castelló

dcastello@soccerinteraction.com

Prices and contacts


